The study of dynamic programming proceeaes of continuous type gives rise to functional equations of the form dx/dt ■ f(x,t;q). In tnls paper Me present a saiuary of some basic results concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions of this equation. Detailed results will appear subsequently. / ,
c. The function k(q,t) is uniformly bounded for uniformly bounded q and for t in R.
Then there is a vinique solution of (1.3) for 0^t<t|, where t j is some non-zero constant leas than t . This solution may be obtained as the limit of the sequence defined by We now observe th&t the Riccatl equat'on may be written in the form
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an equation of the above general type. This representation furnishes a new approach to the study of the solutions of (5.1). There are several other classes of equations of both analytic and physical Interest to which this Quasi-linearizatlcn may be applied. TMs will be discussed elsewhere.
